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My name is Alex and I am a black man. I am six foot four, I wear sizeÂ fourteen
shoes, and my dick is just over eleven inches. If you are afraid some black man is going to
fuck your white wife, I am the one you need to worry about. This is how the story of a man
begins. Alex thinks he is the master of all he surveys as women throw themselves on their
knees before him. One night, he witnessed a reflection of what he had become and he didnt
like what he saw. Content Warning: This story is intended for mature readers who will not be
offended by graphic depictions of sex acts between consenting adults. This story contains very
explicit descriptions of sexual activity between an African American man and white women. It
includes oral sex, voyeurism, cuckolding, menage, wife sharing, exhibitionism, semen
swallowing, and other practices.
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